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Once upon a time, there was a unicorn named Sunshine. She lived in a kingdom called Stardust. Sunshine was white with blue hooves, rainbow mane and tail, beautiful blue eyes, long flowy pink wings, and a magical yellow horn. One day Sunshine heard of a fire unicorn named Blaze that was attacking her kingdom and trying to set it on fire.
Blaze was yellow with orange hooves, a tail and mane made out of fire, red evil eyes, sharp red orange wings, and an orange horn. Sunshine knew that she had to stop Blaze. So she went off alone to find her, but she did not know that Blaze could shoot flames out of her horn! But Sunshine could shoot water out of her horn and could put a force field around herself! When she found Blaze, she was setting Stardust on fire! Sunshine wasn’t sure what to do.
Sunshine put out the fires with her horn! Then when Sunshine found Blaze again, she asked her “Why are you doing this to Stardust?” Blaze answered “So I can get their attention!” “But that’s not the way it works! To get someone’s attention you have to be a hero.” said Sunshine. “But I am being a hero! I’m scaring away the water beasts!” said Blaze. “What is a water beast?”
A water beast is a little creature with ocean colored fuzzy fur. The water beast likes to flood towns. I am trying to stop it from flooding Stardust!” said Blaze. “But you are setting Stardust on fire in doing so! Is there any other way?” asked Sunshine.
“Well, there is one other way, but we would have to work together to combine our water and fire powers.” answered Blaze. Sunshine said “I’m in, bestie!”. “What is a bestie?” asked Blaze. “A bestie is a best friend! Would you like to be mine?” asked Sunshine. Blaze answered “Yes, of course I would! Let’s go save Stardust!”. 

The end.